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Let pHaus denote the category of Hausdorff spaces and p-maps, and let HCL denote the 
subcategory of ##aus consisting of H-closed spaces and continuour; functions. It is well-known that 
HCL is an epiteflective subcategory of pHaus. In this paper we characterize the epirefiective 
subcategories of pHaus that contain HCL. 
L& V be a subcategory of a category J& % is called an epireflective subcatqpry of sl 
if for each object X of SQ there is an object %‘X of V? and a;~ epimcsrphism i : X + %X 
with the fM&ing property: ifC is an object of % and if f : .K -+ C ifi a morphism there 
is a unique morphism V’: %X + C such that f= %‘f 0 j (r;ee [lo] or Chapter 10 of 
[Ml). The object VX is cafled the %?-e@efkcti~n of 3. If the objects of ~4 are 
topological spaces, ifX is always a dense subspace of%X, ai:d if j : X + WX is always 
the inclusion map, we shall call % an epke@ctiue embeddirtg subcategory of J& 
Many of the canMructions of general topology can be de&Sed in terms of 
epireflective embedding subcategories. For example, let X be a completely regular 
Hausdorff’ space (i.e. a Tychonoff space). Then X is a dense subspace of its 
Stone-&xh compactification /3X, and if Y is compact an.d f : X + Y is continuous 
then there is a (necessarily unique) continuous function pf: #3X + Y such that 
#AX = f (see or 1181). In other K of compact spaces and 
continuous functions an epireflective embedding of the category Tyc.h 
of Tychonoff space:s 
of XV 
An exttmsion of a s space T as dense 
If hrsjs $8 top4 of If f CJ, 
is called a extension of X. Two extensions $ and T of X are eqtrivalerzt 
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exten,vions of X if there is a homeomorphism from S onto T that fixes X pointwise. 
We identify equivalent extensions ofa space. 
Suppose we wish to characterize those topological properties 9 ‘such that the 
category (P), whose objects are Tychonoff spaces et! cdp avd whw mar@ 
continuous functions, is an epireflective embeddiag subc&te@ry df,Ty&. Tficn we 
are trying to characterize those topological properties 9 s&h’thiit each ‘I$chmoff 
space X has a gb-extension PX such that if f : X + Y is continuous and Y is a 
Tychonoff space with P, then f extends continuously to a furiction q: 58x1, Y. 
(Equivalently, we could have stipulated that if f rX + Y is izontinubus and Y is 
Tychorloff, then f extends continuously toa function 4[Df: 9X + 9%) in the amllary 
to Theorem 1 of [ 1 I], Herrlich and van der Slot give the following elegant solution to 
this problem. 
i.1. Theorem Let 9 be a topologka pmperr) of Tychonoff spaces. The following are 
equivalent, 
{‘I ) (9) is m epireflectiue embeddin,g subcaregory of Tych. 
(2) (a) A(1 compact spaces have 9? 
(b) Ctosed subspaces of spaces with 9 ht;ve !P (i.e. g is “closed-hereditary”). 
(c) Ptodrowts ofspaces with 9 have 9 (i.e. 9 is l ‘pmductive~~). 
Herrlich anil van der Slot also showed that if (9) is an e~irefktive embedding 
subcategory of Tych, then X ,c &tX G #3X (&IX denotes the (!P)-epireflectian of X). 
Evidently K is the smallest epireflective embedding subcategory ofTych. Properties 
9 satisfying (2) of 1.1 abound; realcompactness [6], lv-boundedness [21x and 
almost realcompactness 120) are three examples. A detailed analysis of such proper- 
ties is given in [Zl]. 
Implicit in [l l] is another characterization of epirAective embedding sub- 
categories ofTych. We will give a brief sketch of its proof, as the proof of our main 
result (Theorem 4.15) will be modelled on i& First we introduce adefinition. 
1.2. Defknitim. Let 9 be a topological property. Suppose that if {Xi: i c I} is a 
collection of subspaces of a space X such that n {Xi: i E I} is dense in X, and if each 
Xi has 9, then /7 (Xi: i E I} has 9. Then 4s is said to be presemd by dense 
in tetsectiohs. 
1.3. 
equivalent. 
L,rr 9 be a topological ptopetp~~ of lrychonoff spwes. Tke following are 
( 1) (9) is an epiteflective embedding s&s: egmy of Tych. 
(2) (a) All compact spaces have 9! 
(b) g is closed-hereditary. 
k) If the Tychonoff spaces X and Y hax thee X x Y has 
(c!) 9 is preserved by dense intersections. 
2!05 
/ = n { 7’: X c T C= @X and T has P}, We will show that &&X is 
of X. Hy (2)(a) /3X has 9 so our definition of,&& makes ense, 
as P. Let Y -have P and let f :X -+ Y be continuous. By (2)(b) 
Now f l-m a continuous extension @f :#3X +(cl&X]). Let 
y Lemma 3 of [ 1 l] T( f, Y) is homeomorphic to ti closed 
)-and (2)(c) T(h Y) has 9. Hence &LX G 
nvol! l extension of f that maps &X into cl yfiX1; 
the (P)-epireflection of X, Cl 
Stimulated by the beauty of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, rve ask whether we can 
formu&& a tkkwem ‘for the category Haus of Hausdorff spaces and continuous 
functb= that till do for Haus what 1.1 and 1.3 do for Tych. At first we might be 
1, for them is an extension of an arbitrary Hausdorff space that in many ways is 
analogous to the extension /9X of a TychonoR space X We describe this below. 
A Hausdorff space is H-clowd if it is a closed subspace of any other HausdorR 
spa= in which it is embedded. Each Hausdorff space X has art W-closed extension 
KX with rollawing property: if hx is any other M-closed extension of YC, there is a 
continuous function f: rcX + kx such that f IX = lx. This property qecifes K’X 
uniquely (up to equivalence). KX is called the Kat&tov H-closed extension of X; it was 
first defined by KatQJtov [13]. See [15], problem l9N of [19], and our discussion i
Section 2 for more information concerning it. 
Evidently UX seems to ptay a role for Hausdorff spaces analogous tothat phtyed by 
@X for Tychonoff spaces. ‘I’his correspondence is nhanced by the evident parallel 
between H-closed spaces and compact spaces (a space is cuq~c~ i!? it is regular and 
H-closed; see 1 jK, of [ 191). Unfortunately the analogy is not ccsmplete; if X and Y 
are Hausdorff spaces andf : X + Y is contllmuous, f cannot in general be continuously 
extended to a tQnction I+ xX+ KY. (For example, if f is a bijection from the 
countable discrete space N onto the space Q of rational numbers, then f does not 
extend continuously torrf: UN + KQ; see 2.12 of [17]). This means that the csttegq 
HCL of H-closed spaces and continuous functions i not an epireflective embedding 
subcategory of Haus. Xn fact, Herrlich and Streaker in Theorem 1 of [9] have proved 
the following result: 
1.4. Tbwem, Let be corn epirefiective embedding subcategory of Haus. Then 
= Haus. 
Thus the only “Hausdorff analogue” to 1.1 is the rather disappointing 14. 
However, it turns out that a rich theory can be developed, and a theorem analogous 
ese continuous functions. 
1.5. Det%ldtlepr. A ~=CWW of a space X is an open cbver of 
subcolleztion $‘j such hat 1. J 8s tJ {F: F E &I) is dense in 4X, A 
is a continuous function f : X + Y such that if is a p-cover o”lF 
(-{;Fclc3: CE a)) is a p-cover of X. 
The above concepts are due to Harris [7], who notes tha? the CQ 
p-maps is a p-map and proves that a mntinuous function f :X* Y can 
ously extended to d function uf : KX -g KY iff f is 8 p+nlap. 
Let pHaus denote the category of Hausdorff spaces and 
my conunuous function whose domain is ~-closed must 
also follows immediately from 2.1 j. Thus HCL is ai\ 
subcategory ofpfiaus and KX is the HCL-egireflection of the H 
If 9 is a topological property, let pP derrcrte the cat 
Hausdorff spaces with 4p and whose morph&s are p-maps. 
embedding subcategory of piaus. As H-closed spaces 
subspaces of other HausdorR spaces, all H-closed spaws 
pHaus 2% 2 HCL.; and we have a situation analogous to 
with HCL playing the same role with respect to pHaus as M does with respect to’I)ch. 
The situation seems ripe for an analogue to Theorems 1.1 and 1.X 
This paper is devoted to characterizing those topological properties 
is an epireflective embedding subcategory of PHaus. Our goal is achicwd in Theorem 
4.15, which may be viewed as the desired analogue 02 Theorem 1.3, We have hen 
unab!e to obtain a satisfactory analogue of Theorem 1.1. 
2. Prelimiaary results 
In this stction we summarize definitions, known theorems, and known con- 
structions which we will need later, 
A11 hypothesized topological spaces will be assumed to be ‘Mausd~ti; for the 
r,~main&r of this paper, the word “space” shall mean “HausdoGf topol 
space”. The set of po$tive intctgtsrs is denoted by N. 
An open fdter on a space X is M filter on the lattice of open subsets of X; in other 
wi I’& it is a non-empty collection 3 of ope+I st# sets of x satisfying the f~llo 
condiitions: (i) 06 ‘8 (ii) U, V E 3 implies t 1’3 .’ E 8 (iii) U E 8 and U 
V E 3 2’ V is open. An open rthafiiter is an a~-en filter not properly coata 
other open !hlter. By Zorn’s lemma every Ipen filter is contained in some open 
ultrafilter. The adherence of an open ti!lter 3, den 
0 (c1.yF: FE 3). a n open filter is free if adt &$J j = 
H-closed spaces can be characterized in several ways. ‘I?w follaw 
ears in 17K of f19]. \ 
(3) Euery open @er on X is fixed. 
t &t~~bmd spcex will be useful; 2.2(a), 
[193, while 2.2(c) appel;lrs as 4,3 of [ 12 3. 
t of M-closed spaces,is H4osed. 
d and regoular. 
ence of H-closed s&spaces of a space has a 
(d) A continuous image of un H-closed space is H-closed. 
u H-closed e&&oar of a space is constructed using free OFG~~ 
ultrafilters as follows. A detadkd description of this construction appears in El:?], 
[ts], and 19N of [19]. 
2.3. Theorem. LetXbea space und let& = X L (u : a is a free open ultrafilter m X). 
If wCxletN(s) be e OJMW neighborhood buse at x in ,Y; if x E KX\X, let N(x) = 
((x)v t?: U E x). men {N(x): x E uX) farvzs a system of open neighlxwhood baws for 
o togology on KX. Scz topologized, xX is an H-closed space contuining X as a dew 
R wbspace. If kx is atr H-cbsed extettsitm of X, dejhzc a funam j : KX + kX us 
foikwu: j(x)=x if xeX, and j(at)=~~{cl&J: Lka) if CXEKX\X. Then j is B 
w&dcjined continuous function. 
One consequence of 2.3 is that closed subspaces of H-closed spaces need not be 
H-closed, (It is this fact that prevents our characterization of epireflective mbed- 
ding subcategories of lpHaus from being virtually identical to 1.1 or 1.3.) It follows 
from 2.3 that KXW is always a discrete closed subspace of RX, so if uX\.X is in%&e- 
it is clowdh KX but not M-closed (this is the case, for example, if X is an i&&z 
discrete space). 
Recal! that a rcgulrrr &wed subset of a space X is a subset of the form cl* U, wtlelre 
open in x1 We; 143 (X! denote the col!ection of regular closed subset:, off X. 
Regular closed subsets and H-closed extensions interact nicely, as the following 
theorem (1.5 of [M 1; al see [ 131) indicates. 
b Let.14 E ). ‘Then C&X A is H&sed, 
of H-closed SJMMW ax H-clo4ved, 
The function Kf is defined as follows: !et of E KX~JC. Then the set n {ctxff U]: C” E 
SY} either is empty or contains exa&y cake pint p. If it is 
p-map, (V: V is ata pen subset of Y aind f[ VI e eu}-k a
anti hence a member of KY\ Y; we d&ne of to be this ultrafilter. If the set 
contains esactly one point p, we define Kf(cy) to be p. 
Aq immediate consequence of 2S is that HCL is an epirefkcdve mbedding 
subcategory of piaus. 
The folloxving well-known theorem is easily proved. 
We will make use of the Mowing two well-known technical results. 
2.R 3’heorem,* (see 6.1 I of [6]). Let T be an extension of X and let f: T + Y &e a 
contipsuoldJ function; such that f lx is a h.?meomorphism from X onto fix]* Tlhen 
fiT\X] (2: WMXJ 
In this section ~1: study the properties of p-maps. Most of our ress’lts will be used in 
Sect:w 4, although some are irxluded for ttt”,oir intrins c interest, Throughout X and 
Y denote arbkrary (Hausdorff) spaces. 
3.1. Semma. Let f : X -*Ybeap-ma~andiatAs (Xl. If int y cIvf[A] = $9 then 
61 Y f[ .A ] is H-closed. 
roof. Let G be an open cover of cly fl_A]. ! Mtce as { Ui n &+flA]: i G I} where 
each Uj is an open subset of Y. A9 inty cly.+ :A] , {Y\clyflA))w(U: id} ia 
.wcover =>f I’. Thus by hypothesis 
t B = cl~ inty clvfiA] then 8 E c I’). Let H =z c;ty [cl yflA]\B]. Then H 
nowhere dense subset of Y and clyflA] = B L H, I; remains to show that 
d. 
Let cl& [(intx A) A f*[ Y\B] i = E. Then E E @(X> and it is straightforward to 
verify that clvflE] = H, It follows fr:. -v 3.1 that H is H-closed. Cl 
3.3. proWem. Is the converse $>f 3.2 true? In otirer words, if f: X + Y is continuous 
and if, for each A E (X), cly”f’A]= El v H where B E B(Y) and H is m H-closed 
nowhere dense subset of :‘, does it follow that f is a p-map? We do not know the 
answer in general, k.~ it turns out that the answer is “yes” in a number of spti *c al 
cases, as we see below. 
3.4. TMbtem. Let f :X+ Y be conti~ous. Suppose that if -‘r, E 9?(X), then 
cl vf[Al= B v H where B E 9 ( Y) and H is on H-closed nowhere dense subspClce of Y- 
Suppwe further that ony one of the fallowing four cortditions is satisfied: 
k) Y is ngular. 
\L) Y is LinMtTfi 
(c) X is o subqxace of Y and f is the inclirsion map. 
(d) If K is an HIclased serbspace of Y then f *[K 3 F E u F, where E is H-closed and 
F is a closeti nowhere dense subset of Jf 
772~ f is a p-map, 
be a p-cover of Y and without loss of generality suppose that unions of 
finite subcollections of %! belong to % Il)qan there exists CO e V such that CO is dense 
in Y, Let I&= clx [X -clx f*[Co]]. By hypothesis cl~fc&] = &u Ho where BO E 
(Y) and Ho is an?!%-closed nowhere dense subset of Y. Evidently Co 4q B. = 0, so as 
co is dense in Y and &E (Y), BO = 0. Thus cIyff&] = Ho and CO n HO EJ 0. We 
now consider the four spe 1 cases in turn. 
(a) Suppose Y is regular. Then && is regular and H-closed, so by 2.2(b) HO is 
compact Thus there e sxzh that Ho E C,. It is easy to verify that *p 
f i cu;luC&saden ce uf X I-Ience ff’is] is a g-cover of X” snd f is a p-map. 
(b) Sx-pIxxe Y is Lindclof, Then wittrout loss of generality we ma 
is coumtsble, Ind 
we an %d C;, E 
assume that Uj G Cr. 
2iG R.G. Woc& / E~~vjkctiw s@m@‘@mW #kf@w~~a@%&~ 
Let us suppose that f*[ @] is mot 8 p-c0ver of X ;-V# Will derive it i3dWWiOR.,~ht 
Er s afx [,QAxf*[Co CJ CJJ. Asf is nota+map, El 3% Arguing as we&h&h Ee 
we see that c1$ ,@J is a nowhere dense k-&clc+.sed ubset Hl of E): ObviouslyHi GHo 
and C,nHr=ti. 
ht n E N and assume inductively that we have found SC=&. CO, Cr, + ,? b I:C&+ iq +F, 
;and non-a;mpty E&closed nowhere dense subsets &&, . # ,*., Hfi -1 ..~f .Y, with tb 
foilcwing properties: each Ci E %, Vi G Cd, Nr+l S Hr, and Wr fl Ci = 0. Ha-1 is 
~+cIosed there exigts C,, E V! such that Cm n&-l is dense in 8&.-l and SU& th@t 
Li, g C,,. ‘_Defim H,, to be 
&ficI,r[X - CIx f[(j (c): j == 1to n)]]]. 
Then #=&, z 8 as f*[U] is not a p-cover of X. Ilt is straightforward to check that 
C O,. . . , Cti and HO,. . . , H, sstisfl the inductive bypatkses, HUEG wc obtain a . 
decreasing sequence {ki,, : cz ci 1,‘) of &&closed subspaces ~4 &IL EvidentQ 
[c ;M,: n E N}]n[n(L;: n 04}]=4) 
and as U,, c Cn and U { tp,: pt E IV} = X, it follows that n {H,,: n 6 N) = & This 
contradicts ;I 2 (c), so f[ %] Is % p-cover. Hence f is a p-map 
(c) Suppose Xc Y and f is the inclusion map. By hypothesis cl&Y = J3 w k& 
where Be iR( Y) and W is an H-doxd nowhere dense subset of Y. Note that 
fc[C)=C,7Xforeach~~~.AsCoisdensein‘vandB~~(Y3,Co~B\i~Q6n~in 
B, As H is H-closed, there e&i; C1 e % such that Cl AH is dense in 1y, t;“k r)ow 
show that (CO u Cl) q X is dense in X, which will knply thatf is a pernap, -1ilc 44’ is open 
in Y and W AX + 4a, there WFC two possibi!itieu. Ilf wn l? #0, then W n Con 
int y !“+ B. As X is dense in B L; H? it follo~vs that W n Con X $ & If W nB = 8, 
then W r-t lf is a non-empty ripen subset of B u H. By definition oE Cl, !P’n H n Cl 
is a non-empty open subset of R? u H; thus FV r\ C1 nX # Q). Hence fco,u Cl) nX is 
dense in X and f is a p-map. 
(db By hypothesis, as Ho is FLeiosed, /[&] = E1 uF, where 61 is f#-ciose&~nd 
F is a closed n:>where dense subset c)f X. As {f*[ C] n El: C E ci9} isan open cover of 
El, there exists C1 E cr” such that.&1 rrPlC$sde~se in&. Weclaim thatfclC”o~ Cl] 
is den?? in X (and hi.:fnce f[V] is a p-cover of 1<), For suppose WE” isa_naq-empty 
open su&et of 3’; if W nfr[C(J = 0 then M fZ 4:To so fl W] s El& mus W E El uF, 
and as le’ is closed nowhere dense, W\F is a ni t;l-.\ Gtnptp open subset of ;9r con&&led in 
15. Thus W n f[ Cl] P @. ft follows that f is ; ,p -map. Cl 
uiz snnt$e out an important special case c I 3.2 and 3.4. , 
d -(l)*(2). Since x (X) this follows from 3.2. 
(2)*(l). See the proof of 3.3(c), 
Reca)H that a con tinuous urjection f : X + Y is p&c: if % is a closed map and f’*( !s :, 
is a cbmpactsutmt rof Xiforeach y E Y. I-Ienriksen and &bell [S] proved that iif X and 
7 are TychonloflF, ithea a continuous surjection f : It -, Y is perfect iff &,QX\X] = 
BY/s”: Thus motivated, we make the foliowing definition. 
3.6. I,,etf : X +Y be a continuous surjection. Then f is a p-pz;fect map if 
f is a p-map and K~JcX\X J = KY\ Y. 
The concept of a p-perfect map is not new; in [Z] the authors define a r-peflect map 
to be a p-m :_: f :X * Y such that f[rcX\x] c KY\ Y. Thus a p-perfect map is 
precisety a r-perfect map f:X + Y such that RX] = Y. A characterization f 
T-perfect map%,. analogous LO the theorem of Henriksen and IsbeJl quoted above, 
appears in C,. ‘I%is characterization makes use of the concept of an “absolutely 
closed matp”, which is originally due to Arhzqel’skii [l]; see [3] and [S] for more 
infoanlratron concerning this concept. 
3.7. Demon. Let f : X + Y be a continuous function. Then f is absolutely ckxsed if 
there 30 not ex%t a proper extension T of X and a continuous function F: T -‘c “B 
such that FIX = f. 
The fsPllowing characterization f abs<?sut.ely closed functions appears in Dickman 
PI . 
3.8. “Ikw~~, Let f : X 4 Y be c1 continuous function. 7Re folio wing are equivalent: 
(I) f is absolutely closed. 
(2) (a) If A CE B (Xb, the0 flA] is closed in Y’. 
(b) Jf a E KX\X and if y E Iv, then there xists U E LY such thcrf C y ) n c1.r~ U = 0. 
ThrP, following characterization f p-perfect maps is essentally Theorem 5 of 121. 
. Lemma. Let f : X + Y br? a p-map from X onto Y._ 7%~ following are equivalent: 
(1) f is p-perfect. 
(2) f is absolutely closed. 
We can combine 3.8 and 3.9 to obtain the fotlowinz result. 
(2) (a) If A E S(X), then flAf* B ULH where JMB(-Y) atid ;Eta: is an Ijf-&~~d 
nowhere dense subset of Y. . 
(b) j” K is an HIclosed subset uf Y, then f*[..K] = E v F, where E ,is H-elm&d and F 
is a closed nowhere dense &set of X. 
(c) If tt E dC\.X and if y 6 Y, theB there exists sf B dt ~a.& #z&F(y) f+oEx U = 8. 
* 
I 
Proof. (2) ---r, (l)? By 3.4(d), 2(a) and 2(b) imply that f is a p-map. By 3.8; 2(a) and 
2(c) imply that f is absolutely closed. By 3.9 f is p-perfect. 
(1) =+ (2). By 3.9 f is absolutely cl~sed,so 2(c)h~~~lByhypothesbfka~mapiso 
if A E a(X) then by 3.2 cly flA] = B u H where ‘49 E B(Y) aitd W: is an H41~ed 
nowhere dense subset of Y. As f is absolutely closed, by 3.8 cly!TA] =jqA] so 2(a) 
holds. 
To prove 2(b), let E = clx int, fw[K] and F = clx [ f*[K]\E], Then F is a ciosed 
nowhere dense subspace of X and f*[K] = E LJ F. It remains to show thet E’ is 
H-closed. As f is p-perfect, ~KfEcl~*~-[K]Vt[K]]c~Y\Y. But Kftdnxf*[K]]s 
&JK ZK (as K is H-closed), and K s Y. Hence elWx f*@iC] + f*[K] am,! s,fcfK’@s 
closed in KX. As E is closed in f*[K], E E 3(xX) since X is openfa KX, Hence i>y 2.4 
E is H-closed. Cl 
S.11. Problem. We do not know if (2)(a) and [2)(b) of 3.10 together are equivalent 
to f being p-perfect -i.e. we do not know LB 12)(c) is redundant. However, we have 
the following special case. 
3.12. Corollary. Let Y be locally H-closed (i.e. each point of Y hers nrr H~clmed 
Y-neighborhood ). Let f : A + Y be a continuous urjectiun. Then f is p-perfect iff (Z)(a) 
and (2)(b) of 3.10 hold, 
Proof. From the proof of 3.10 we see that a91 we need to prove is that (2)(a) and 
(2)(h) imply that qTKX’&] = KY\Y. Suppose cy c KX\X and *f(a)= y& Y ltet H 
be an H-closed Y-W lghborhood of yo. As Y IS open in KY, (Kf)W[intvH] is a 
KX-neighbcrhood of LL From the definition of UX (see 2.3) it follows that (a}~ 
f’ :int y H] is a rtX-neighborhood of at. By (2)(i)) o 3.10 (and the argument contained 
in the procf of 3.10), J[H] is closed in 1.X Thus {a}u(XV*[H]) is a KX- 
neighborhotx of LY. Hence cy is isolated in K? r ‘a !Cch is a contradiction. CJ 
The following result illustrr?tes another 11 xallel between p-perfect maps and 
perfect maps. 
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ploot. First note that 3ine 17x is open, it is a p-mq3 (see: 2.6). Let l&j, denote the 
projection map from uX x KY onto KX As KX M KY is an H-closed extension of 
X x Y (see 2.2(a)), there is a continuous function f: K(X X Y) 1) KY X KY whose 
restrieti@to X X Y is the identity (see (2.3). ahus nd Q f maps K(X X Y’) onto pcX, 
and its~~rictidn”to X x Y is l&. Hence by 23 I&X 0 f =t d&. 
Suppose Y is not H-closed. Choose ~OEX and Q in KY\ Y. Then I?,&rO, CY) = x0. 
Choose p E f(x,, a). By 2.8 p f K <X X Y)\(X X Y) and I& (p) = 17,&xo, a). Thus 
Z?x is not p-perfect. 
Conversely, suppose Y is H-closed; then KY = Y. If p E K (X X W)\(X X Y), then 
by 2.8 
f(p)E:(KKx Y)\(xx Y)=(Kx\x)x Ya 
Thus f(p) = (a, yo) for some QI e KX\x and YoE Y. Now &&Y, yo) = Ck E Kx\x. 
Thus K&(P) E KX\X and & is p-per&t. c] 
We close this sectidn with three technical results that we will use in Se&m 4. 
3.14. Proposition. Let f : X -, Y and g : Y + Z be continuous fu?tctbns. If f[ X] is 
dense in Y, and if g Q f is a p-map from X to 2, then g is a p-map. 
Proof. Let % be a p-cover of 2. Then (f*[g*[C]]: (7 E (8) is a p-cover of X. Find 
G , . . . , C’,, E W such that I_&‘- 1 f*[g*[ Cj]] is dense in X. Then I_&. 1 g+[ CJ is dense in 
flX], and hence in Y. Thus g*[U] is a p-cover, so g is a p-map. Cl 
3.15. Proposition. Let f : X + Y be a p-map. Then f : X + cl y f[X], is a p-map. 
proOf, Let Q be a p-cover of cl YflX]. Let %? = { Ur n cl y f[X]: i E I) where each Ui is 
open& Y, Then (Y\clufllX]} u {U j: i E I) is a p-cover of Y. As f*[ Y\cl r f[X]] = 0, it 
folloWs that ‘{f*[u’]: iEl} is a p-cover of X. But f*[L&]=f*[UinclYf[X]] SO 
f: X~&f[xj is a p-map. q 
3S& Proposftlon. If T is un extension of X, f: T + Y is a contipzuous function, and 
{IX: X + Y is a p-map, then f is a p-map. 
Pmaf, Let %? be a p-cover of Y, and assume 5%’ is closed under finite unions. As 
flX: X + Y is a p-map, find C&E c& such that (~~X)+[C’~] is dense in X. But 
(f lX)*[C$J = X n fw[COll and X is dense in T. Hence f*[Co] is dense in T, and f is a 
p-map. El 
ive c sub- 
1 pqxrty. We begin by assuming that pP’ 
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is an epireflective en&edding subcatego~ Of @=Baus and deriVitI@ a number;Of :. 
conditions that 9 must satisfy (recaH that p@ denotes tha category WW objw@ we 
spaces with 9 and whose morphisms are p-maps.). 
The #P-epireflection of a space X will be denoted by K& ‘NO& that.&-2$the, 
-epireflection of X, regarded as an extension aE X, is unique up to eqv&&n~.‘IYY 
4. I oo 4.7 inclusiw we willusswme thatp9Pis rm ~~~~~c~~emb~ddingsubc4tcgojof’ 
pmuls. 
/ 
4.1. Lemma. Let X be a spuce with 9, let A 5 f@(X), and let H b& cm Iiklosed 
s&spare of X. ?%en A v H has 9. 
Pro&, By 3.5 the inclusion map j: /k u H +X is a p-map. Hence h admits a 
continuous extension Pj : R&A u H) + X. By 2.8 
9j[dA u H)\(A u H) s X\(A u H). 
~,h~iA u WI = ~j[cL,+uidA u HI 
zclxPj[AuH]=clx (AuH)=AuH. 
IHence K~(A u M)\(A. u H) = 0, so A u H has 4p. Cl 
4.2. Lemma. 9 is preserved by dense intemections (see 1.2). 
Prwf. Let (Xi: i E I) be a collection of subspaces ofa space X such that n (xs: i E 
Ii - T is dense in X Assume each Xi has 9? For each i let ji : T + Xi be theTincIusion 
map. As T is dense in Xi, by 2.6 ji is a p-map. Hence ji extends continuously to a 
function 9ji : KIT + X. If i, k E I then Pi, and !Pjk both map ROT intsX and agree-ok 
T. Hence by 2.4 Pji := Pjk. Thus if y E .ruaT\T and i E 1, @(y)~ Xk fop each k if % 
Thus iPji(y ) e ‘r. Thus Pji maps ~spT onto T and 9jt) T is the identity map. Hell@ by 
2.8 KIT = T, and so T bss 9. Thw 9 %1::s the dewe intersection @~perty. 0 
4.3. Lenr l (1) Evee H-closed spas has 9 
(2) If X Is a space, then X E K+X G LK. 
. (9) Let H be an H-closed space. Then 3 ia a dense subspace ofIQ&?-, and H 
i-wui ‘be a closed subspace of K~H. Hence H = ti*H and iiT has 9. 
j: X+ KX is a &rnll:’ by 2.6. Since KX has 9!* i htis; an 
Proof. As Y has 9, f car. be continuously extended to Pf : Kepx + Y’. Ai X _.I /Q,X s 
xX* by 2.7 gf = Kfl qX (where xf is the extension of f to KX). As f is p qwfect, 
K~~[~XW]E EcY\Y. But ~KG~X]G Y” SO K&Y\x =& Hence X has 9. a 
4.5. b- KBX’n{T:Xt_TcKXUndThus~}. 
Roof. By 4.3 KX has 4e so the family of spaces we are intersecting is non-empty. Let 
Zcn(T:XE:TEKXandThas~}.By4.2Zhas~.AsXcK~.YEICXand.r~~ 
has 4p,Z G cc& As the inclusion map f :X-+ 2 is a P-map and 2’ has 9, f ha.rs :j 
c:.wntmuous extension Pf: K~X +Z such that Pf fX =& As X s Z G K$dr, by 2.9 
~IZ~ItWea~by2.8KeX\Z=8,soZ=ugX. •l 
4.6. Learraa. Let {Xi : i E I} be u set ofspaces with *9? Let S be a closed subspllce of the 
pmdwt space X = n {Xi: i E I). Let l& :X 3 Xi denote the ith projectiopr map alntl 
supps;re .&at I& 1 S : S + Xi is UI p-map for each i E I. ?&en 5 hLas 9. 
Ifroof, By hypothesis Z& 1 S can be continuously extended to a function f;: : K& + Xi 
for each i E I: Define F : Ka +X by requiring that I& * F = 8;: for each i E I. Then F is 
continuous and if 5 E S, then F(s) = $. Hence by 2.8 F[K&\S] sX\S. But as S is 
closed in X and dense in K& F[K&] = S. Thus ~rpS -= S and so S has 9. El 
4.7. CtWhiay. A product of spaces with ,P has 9. 
Pmof. Let’s Be the product and note that each projection map is open and hence, by 
Z2.6, a p-map. Now apply 4.6. c? 
4.8. DefMtion. Let 6 be a ciosed subspace of a product space X x Y. 7’hen G is 
rtlc& .e*&ed along Y if: 
(1) Ii&I?] is dense in Y (IF_u :X x Y -+ Y is the projection map). 
(2) If I# is an H-CW subset of Z&JO], then (X x H) n G = K v F, where 
H-closed and F is a closed nowhere dense subset of 6. 
(3) If U is an n subset of G and U G X x C, where C is a closed nowhere dense 
subset of Y, then cl0 cf is ELclosed. 
G is r%i&&e~&&W in XX Y if G is nicely embedded along 
be an epireflectiw embedding subcategory of p.Efau~, let X and 
mui let G be a nicely embedded closed subspace of X x Y. Then 0 
ediate consequence of 4. 
rfies that a togx3llogical property 9
kg subcategory of pHaus. j 
R. 0. 
Noxe the similarity of the list of properties in 4.12 and the list of pro 
We wiil no\>. show. that if P is a topological property satisfying ( l)-(6) ck 
p9p is an epir&e&e embedding subcategory of #Iaus. In fact he list 
redundani, and we shall show that by choosing appropriate 
properties listed in 4.12, we can obtain different cha;*acterizations of th
cal properties !P for which pB is? an epireflective embedding subc 
4.13 Theorem, Let 9 be 3 topologicul property. The fohwing a 
(a) pP is an epiwflective embedding subcategory of pkhus. 
fb) 9 satisfies conditims (l)-(4) of 4.12. 
proof. By 4.12@ implies (b). To show that (b) implies (a), let 
The collection of spaces whose intersection we are taking is non-empt 
and T nas !P by 4.12 (3) Now let Y have CP and let f : X -* 
inclusion map embedding clvfCX] into Y is a p-map, so 
where A E 9 ( Y) and H is an H-closed subspace of Y. I3y 4.12 (2) cl Y 
3.15 p:X+clv,qX] is a p-map, so there is a continuous eat 
~[clyfiX]]. Now fcf ((4cf)e&f[X]] is tr p-perfect map from (. 
clyflX], EIcnce*by 4.i2 (4) (Kf>-[&flX]] has 9. I-Ience 7’ G 
is a continuous extensiofi off that maps T into Y, By 3.16 gf 1 
that T is the p@-epireflectiusr of X, and so pB is an c 
sub&t&gory ofpIGus. U 1 .
Theorem 4,13 is perhaps omewhat unsatisfactory bc 
specia! types of mappings, rather than just referring to the 
certain topological constructions. We can find another char 
evplict mention of mappings, and which is strongly anal 
preliminaty result. 
aown and (2) fohm immediately lkom ( 
in Kx x Y. hb f is mntinUaUs, di iii cl 
Y, by 3.10 there exist U E a such that f*(y) nclx U = 0. By 3.10 I?~& U] 
taining y. Hence [{a} \I tJ] x [ Yvfclx Un is an open set of 
, y ) and disjoint-.from G. HEease G is do& in ,KX.X ‘PI. 
pfeti map onto Y, by 3.10 & 1 G aWisfi~ hypoth& (2) of 4.9. 
ly embedded along Y. By (1) G is nicely~embedded along #x, 
bedded closed subspace of NX x Y. Cl 
4.14 allows us to replace references to P-perrfect maps by reference$ to 
d subspaces of product spaces. 
Let 4p be a topological property. Tke f64iowiRdt are quivalent. 
embedding subcategory sf pijaus. 
canditks : 
spaces hove @? 
, His an H-closed subspace of X, and X hair 9, thert A LJ Hhas §? 
is preserved by dense intersections. 
nicei y embedded eked subspace of a producr’ of twc;~ spaces with 9 has $? 
By 4. f 2, (a) implies (b). To show that (b) implies (a), by 4.13 it suffices toshow 
f‘f : X -:, Y is a p-perfect map and Y has 9 then X has 9. But if f is such a map, 
- iix, f(:e 1): x E X). By 4.14 G is a II kely embedded c~0se~13 subspace of KX X Y. 
so by (4) G has p. But by 4.14 G is home:ornorphic’to X8 so X 
is our’ desired characterization of the epireflective embedding 
form it is very similar to 1.3., 
veral obvious unsettled questions. F~Iu, ~8111~ o~*le find a chwqc- 
11 of egireflective embedding subcategories ftp of pWiaus that includes 
f spaces with @ has *4b* but drops 
nse intlerseet~ions? Such a charonc- 
s to Tha:orem i, 1. Pre:.umably one 
ubsp~z~:s of arbitrary produc& of 
but the detaib have eluded us to date. 
ct form of 2(b) of 33 ($9 is 
somew), at more conjurrction of (2) an 3 (4) ok 
ah mts of closed subspaczes 
to replace (2) a& (4)awith a
:losed~ subspace at y that is 
“. We have b~:sen u able ta find&such 
We con&de this paper by giving two examples of epireflective em 
s&~&g&es oc .pHaus, each of which is distinct fro& both pHaus and MC 
I 3’ 
Sd. ASmost u;t?aZcompactiress, Rekall. that .a space X is almost 
whenever LY E KX$X thkre is &untaMc &bfamily 8 of cy such tha 
8) = 0. Almost realcompact spaces were introduced b:y 1t;‘rolik [4]. 
Strecker construct an almost realcompact extension PX of a space 
pX = X u (a E JcX\X: if 3 is a countable subfamily of cy, 
thenn(clxF: F@}Z0). 
In 2.2 of [ 141 they show that if T is an almost realcompact extension of x, th 
a continuous function f:pX+ T such that flX = lx. 
In fact, if gP is almost realcompactness then pS is an epireflective cm 
subcategory of pHaus and pX is the p!P-epireflection of X. To s 
f : X + Y is a p-map and Y is almost realcompact. Suppose cy E p KX, an 
that &a) E K‘ Y\ Y. By the definition of of (see 2.51, 
Kf(llui={u: Uisopcnin Yandf*[W]Ear}. 
Let { cfi: i E N} be a countable subfamily of Kf((x). Then {f *[ U, ]: i 
a e PX\x, n wcf~fal: idV}f0. Let xen(cl~J[U,]: &N). 
n {cly Ui: i E N’j. This contradicts the fact that Kf(cT) isa free open 
is almost realcompact. Hence Kf(a) E Y, and so ~j”lpX is a continua 
to pX that maps PX into Y, I3y 3.16 ~j! p;9r’ is a p-map, so pX is a p 
X Hence the almost realcompact spaces, and p-maps,form an ep 
ding subcategory of pHaus. 
3.2. An example %woluing the countable chain condition. A qzace X 
countable chain conditbn if there does 
disjoint non-empty open subsets of X. Define a topological propert 
has @ if, whenever U is an open subset of X satisfying the lcountsble ch 
clx W is K-closed, We will show thas; p
of‘ @~NIS by constructing the $%zpireflection of a space X. In 
X u J J {clMx U: I/ is an open subset of X and G satisfies th 
condition}]. No+e that if V is open in T and satisfies the countab 
then V E X satisfies the countable chain condition. Hen 
ct~ V = c&x (k’ RX), so cl+ V i3 H-d 
p-map and let Y have Sp, Supp~ Q! r; T\X. Then Q E clKx 
of X that satisfies the countable chain con 
p-map, by 3.2 cl&U] =f B u EK9 where El cz 
1: Let (Vi+ 0’ E I) be an uncou 
. srobsetc of int, B. 
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